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It is time to 
predict the future 

with quantum
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Forecasting in finance and economics has been a 
preoccupation of scientists for hundreds of years. 
Even Isaac Newton, who invented calculus on a 
dare, famously lost a fortune in the stock market. 
More recently, Benoit Mandelbrot, a famous 
mathematician adept in chaos theory, developed 
beautiful scientific theories that helped 
understand how price patterns develop in the 
financial markets.
 Such influential scientists helped to 
bring monumental changes to the finance field 
enabling significant advances in prediction 
capabilities. Add to that the engineering advances 
that enabled financial transactions to become 
more electronic, and we get a booming finance 
industry. That boom led to a widespread use 
of mathematical models and theories used 
by finance practitioners for a large variety of 
investment and forecasting applications. Despite 
their widespread and mostly successful use, these 
theories have been criticised since they were 
unable to describe or predict the significant 
market crashes of the past decades. They were 
deemed too idealised, not data-driven enough 
and not apt to providing insight at the pace at 
which financial risk should be managed.
 The advent of digitisation resulted in the 
availability of vast amounts of data across all 

Arrow
industries. Having access to such quantities of 
data turned out the be the enabling factor in the 
creation of new quantitative fields of research 
such as machine and deep learning.
 One of the benefits of Machine Learning 
is that it addresses many of the fundamental 
shortcomings of other modelling techniques. 
The machine learning approach is inductive: the 
learning algorithms that lay at its core fit a chosen 
mathematical model aimed at explaining and 
summarizing the observed market behaviour 
captured by the data. This modus operandi is 
radically different from more traditional statistical 
modelling, which is deductive; mathematically 
convenient models were built with the aim 
of formalizing theories of the markets’ inner 
workings, utilizing data only for fine-tuning and to 
a limited extent. 
 The AI team at CQ was tasked with the 
development of use cases for the application 
of quantum machine learning. It comes to no 
surprise that time series forecasting is a key area 
where machine learning on quantum hardware 
can have a significant impact. Within the possible 
applications, no other area comes close to having 
as much available data as the financial sector, 
which boasts an entire industry solely focused on 
collecting, processing and commercializing data.
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Using machine learning methods, financial models can 
be built from all forms of financial data, from research 
reports, social media and news feeds to the large amount 
of transactional data that are electronically executed 
via exchanges. These models can learn from large sets 
of data by finding patterns in the features they exhibit. 
Data processing and feature engineering are thus key 
components of any model, and are often realized as a set 
of formulae that describe the financial time series e.g. its 
volatility or seasonality. 
 The choice of what to forecast is as important 
as the inputs since some patterns are more predictable 
than others. Machine learning algorithms can thus be 
primed for very specific target forecasts e.g. all profitable 
price moves over a ten minute horizon.  The combination 
of extensive features for a time series with large amounts 
of historical data and a well-defined problem are 
necessary requirements for any machine learning model 
to be accurate and reliable.

Forecasting price movements using 
machine learning

The Arrow project within the AI team at CQ solves for a 
very specific classification use case. The scientific team 
focused on sourcing, cleaning and verifying micro-
second frequency data on the price movements of an 
exchange traded derivative, specifically the Nasdaq 
E-mini 100 future contract traded on the CME.
 The historical data set used was sourced directly 
from the exchange and multiple years of tick data was 
stored and loaded into the machine learning algorithm 
for the learning process. The data consisted of Price and 
Volume at tick level (microsecond frequency) over many 
years resulting in terabytes of data. 
 The machine learning algorithm forecasts a 
price movement thirty to ninety minutes in the future 
based on specific return targets, where the classification 
algorithm outputs either a Buy, Sell or remain Idle with an 
associated probability of success. Through the analysis 
of previous academic studies, the implementation of 
neural network algorithms was chosen as the most viable 
path forward. 

Artificial Intelligence application
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The Arrow team has developed a complete trading 
system which manages:

 ― Sourcing, cleaning, and verifying micro-second 
market data,

 ― Developing predictive algorithms that generate 
real-time predictions,

 ― Executing on market changes with the necessary 
risk managment protocols.

 The market data has been sourced directly from 
market exchanges and multiple years of data is stored 
and loaded into the machine learning algorithm for the 
learning process. The data consists of Price and Volume 
at tick level (microsecond frequency) over many years 
resulting in terabytes of data. Big data inspired methods 
are utilized in order to facilitate the efficient and timely 
process of the data.
 The machine learning algorithm forecasts a price 
movement thirty to ninety minutes in the future based 
on specific return targets, where the algorithm outputs 
either a Buy, Sell or remain Idle with an associated 
probability of success. Motivated by the recent success 
of deep neural networks in various fields, the Arrow team 
utilities state-of-the-art neural network architectures as 
the main machinery behind the forecasting algorithms.
 The current live version of Arrow has been 
implemented on a classical computing architecture. 
There is a requirement for significantly large volumes 
of data that is necessary for the classifier to process 
the features and deduce patterns that can be used to 
forecast. The classical hardware available today can 
handle such large volumes of data. The expectation that 
quantum hardware will also manage such large volumes 
of data in the near future provides a natural upgrade 
path for Arrow to operate on a quantum computer.

Arrow implementation
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Arrow pipeline
The scientific team within the machine learning 
division within CQ have implemented a pipeline 
of software components which can be used for 
the design, implementation and testing of Arrow 
models.
 An individual Arrow model is developed 
for each specific time series or traded instrument 
e.g. Nasdaq Index Future traded on the CME. The 
Arrow model implemented to trade this specific 
futures contract is bespoke and therefore cannot 
be used to trade the futures of other underlying 
instruments, therefore new models must be 
implemented for each instrument.
 The scalability of the Arrow project lies 
in its ability to continuously re-use software 

components that form a “manufacturing line” 
for the implementation of new Arrow models. 
These software components shown in the 
illustration above cover the main stages of model 
development from data cleaning, data analysis, 
modelling and testing.
 The development and testing process is 
rigorous and time consuming but once a model is 
released and is ready for live trading there is a high 
level of certainty around the model characteristics. 
These characteristics are constantly monitored as 
a model is moved into a live trading environment to 
ensure the forecasts are consistent and accurate.

Data Verification 
and Validation

Deep Neural 
Network Training

Testing with Friction 
Costs / Slippage

Handling Noise, 
Shifting Behaviours

Feature 
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The Arrow software suite is able to interface to 
different direct exchange feeds and data vendor 
feeds, the latency or time delay in collecting 
this data is critical as it can lead to delays in 
forecasting. As such this layer is optimized from a 
speed and data processing perspective. 

The liquidation layer of Ensō is tasked with 
receiving order signals and making decisions 
on how they are to be traded based on Arrow’s 
current active orders. As an example, the 
liquidation engine can ensure that Arrow can 
adhere to a predetermined volume-weighted 
participation rate in the market even if Arrow 
generates several sequential orders whose fill 
times overlap. In addition, the liquidation order 
facilitates the crossing or orders such that 
sequential opposite direction orders can be 
crossed internally thus reducing market impact 
and avoiding unnecessary commissions and 
exchange fees.

This consumes data from the Arrow Market Feed 
Handler cleanses data according to a predefined 
set of rules and aggregates data for the signal 
generator. The processing of data must be 
completed with as minimal time delay as possible 
but with all data errors removed.

The broker connectivity layer connects to the 
broker via a FIX session for both sending order 
request messages and receiving execution 
reports. 

Ensō, the systematic trade execution platform 
receives predictions from the Signal Generator 
and makes trade decisions based on predefined 
prediction thresholds. Each prediction will result 
in a BUY, SELL or IDLE state. For buying and selling, 
Ensō carries out a series of risk and operation 
checks in determining whether the signal is to be 
traded or not. These include temporal, monetary 
and volatility checks. Risk checks are designed with 
a bespoke precedence structure that defines the 
relations between the set of risk rules. For signals 
that pass the risk check layer, Enso converts 
the signals to trades defining a set of trading 
parameters based on both static and dynamic 
trading parameters. These orders are then sent to 
the Ensō’s Trading/Liquidation Engine.

The ability to transform a technology from 
the development lab to a production 
environment is a challenging process but one 
that Cambridge Quantum have completed 
with great success in the case of Arrow. The 
Arrow software ecosystem consists of internal 
components and third-party services. Its 
components can be grouped as follows:

The Arrow software suite is able to interface to 
different direct exchange feeds and data vendor 
feeds, the latency or time delay in collecting 
this data is critical as it can lead to delays in 
forecasting. As such this layer is optimized from a 
speed and data processing perspective. 
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Reporting direct from the broker and from the 
exchange can be reconciled on a daily basis. All 
trading data is stored for future analysis and 
possibly used for enhancing the execution process.
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Our vision for tackling the financial services industry’s 
most ambitious problems does not stop here. 
Quantum computing is poised to change the way we 
process data and make intelligent decisions in the years 
to come. CQ is at the forefront of the development of 
new quantum algorithms from the speed-up of linear 
algebra, to the increased repressibility and trainability 
of quantum neural networks, through the wide 
applicability of quantum signal processing subroutines. 
 Quantum machine learning offers some of 
the most successful techniques to demonstrate the 
applicability of today’s quantum hardware to a wide 
range of industry sectors and the financial service 
industry is amongst the one that can benefit from it 
the most. Many applications in Financial Services are 
in fact widely driven by mathematical models, and 
some of those same algorithms are amongst the ones 
that have the potential of benefiting from a quantum 
subroutine or can be substituted with a more powerful 
quantum counterpart.
 CQ have an established quantum machine 
learning team that have been already responsible 
for publishing ground-breaking research in the area 
of machine learning on quantum hardware available 
today. As such they work closely with the Arrow data 
science team to investigate, test and implement 
quantum upgrades to Arrow. The quantum computers 
and hardware manufacturers continue to push the 
boundaries of their quantum capabilities and as such 
CQ and the QML, Arrow teams are ideally positioned 
to benefit.

Quantum Arrow
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GET STARTED WITH 
ARROW TODAY

Please contact our team at
Email: support@cambridgequantum.com

CONTACT US

mailto:support@cambridgequantum.com
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FOR MORE INFORMATION

LinkedIn
CambridgeQuantum.com

Cambridge Quantum designs, engineers and deploys 
algorithms and enterprise application libraries, 
translating cutting-edge research into industry leading 
technologies through a product-centric focus. TKET, our 
hardware-agnostic software development platform, and 
other technologies are currently utilised by an expansive 
and ever-growing user base.

The team at Cambridge Quantum has been developing 
the theoretical foundations of quantum computing 
for over 25 years, forging ahead with breakthroughs 
in the fields of quantum chemistry, quantum artificial 
intelligence, quantum cybersecurity and quantum 
algorithms.

At present, we have the deepest roster of researchers, 
developers and engineers, working to democratise 
quantum computation and realise the benefits for the 
greatest possible number of people.

We set out our vision to positively transform the world 
using the power of quantum computing back in 2014. 
Today, we are recognised as one of the foremost quantum 
computing companies, delivering science-led, 
enterprise-driven solutions to tackle hard problems 
across a diverse range of industries. 
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